PowerSpell.P11 - Vocabulary
Section 1
AIDS, awe, awry, axis, BA, BBC, BSc, CD, cite, clog, clot, coil, colt, cube, CV, daft, darn, dart, dope,
Dr, dub, dud, duel, duet, duke, dump, dune, dung, DVD, eel, elk, etc., EU, Euro, ewe, gale, gasp, GP,
hike, hilt, hoax, hob, i.e., ISP, jazz, lab, lace, lag, lug, lull, lung, lure, lush, lust, mash, moat, MP, Ms, PC,
PhD, pike, pile, pit, pity, plot, PM, poke, pole, pulp, pus, rack, raft, rag, ram, ramp, rap, rim, rip, ruby,
rum, rut, skid, skim, slay, sled, slit, slob, slug, sob, tame, tan, tang, tide, tidy, tint, toes, toil, tomb, torn,
toss, tuck, tuft, tug, undo, vine, veal, vow, wade, wag, wax, wee, weld, wit, wok, womb.
Section 2
abide, abort, aisle, algae, bidet, bingo, blast, blaze, bloom, brand, brass, canoe, cello, cheer, china, choir,
cider, cinch, civil, clamp, creep, crops, curry, curse, decay, dummy, feign, funky, furry, fussy, fuzzy,
hitch, holly, idiom, ivory, jolly, kiosk, loyal, lucid, lunar, lunge, lurid, mercy, mucus, muggy, mumps,
munch, otter, peach, plump, prawn, rebel, rigid, saint, sauce, scare, scent, scold, scrap, scrub, sleet, sling,
squid, stain, stars, steps, sting, stuck, swamp, taboo, tardy, timid, tinge, trace, tribe, trunk, trust, tummy,
tweed, verse, virus, weave, welsh.
Section 3
anthem, antler, bedlam, bigamy, bundle, butler, CD-ROM, celery, cellar, Celtic, censor, cipher, cuckoo,
cuddle, cursor, curved, dabble, dagger, dainty, dashed, dazzle, dubbed, endure, errand, ethics, evolve,
expire, famine, fierce, fix up, fluffy, fungus, fusion, futile, gender, gloomy, hectic, helmet, hiccup, hijack,
hiking, hippie, hyphen, laptop, lethal, lounge, lunacy, mobile, modify, muddle, muffle, murmur, Muslim,
mutant, mutual, muzzle, mystic, online, overdo, oyster, plunge, prefix, purify, python, radius, resume,
riddle, ripple, ritual, rodent, rosary, rotten, rudder, ruffle, runway, rustle, sadism, salute, scarce, scrape,
solemn, sorrow, stalls, statue, stitch, suffix, suntan, superb, swanky, swivel, tangle, tartan, tender, tinker,
tinsel, tiring, toward, tumble, tumour, turban, turnip, unfold, upward, utopia, warden, wheeze, wither.
Section 4
atheism, avocado, billion, bizarre, blessed, blossom, blurred, bouquet, certify, chilled, citadel, cracker,
cripple, crystal, cunning, custard, custody, decimal, diagram, dungeon, durable, dwindle, educate,
egotism, eternal, ferment, fertile, fervent, fiction, frantic, furious, ghastly, heather, heroine, hideous,
horizon, hostage, hostile, invoice, italics, lantern, misread, pilgrim, pitcher, pitfall, pitiful, playful,
plumage, pointed, possess, puberty, pudding, puritan, radical, recycle, risotto, roasted, romance, rooster,
royalty, rubella, rummage, sarcasm, scandal, scatter, scenery, sceptic, scooter, scratch, sincere, slender,
suburbs, swindle, synonym, tax cut, tedious, tend to, thirdly, toddler, torment, twiddle, twinkle, unlucky,
utility, various, waxwork, website, whistle, widower, winsome.
Section 5
accompaniment, accordingly, addition, adolescence, adolescent, aerodynamic, aesthetic, agonising,
alienate, ambitious, annihilate, antagonism, anthropology, apprehend, astonishing, atrocity, attribute,
aubergine, barrister, binary system, binoculars, birth certificate, bitterly disappointed, blizzard,
bureaucracy, bureaucrat, business studies, Cantonese, cerebral, ceremonial, ceremony, chat show,
cinnamon, circular, circumcise, circumcision, circumference, cirrhosis, civilian, civilisation, civilise,
commence, commercial centre, commit a crime, communism, communist, commuter, congested,
conservatism, conservative, conserve, cosmopolitan, courgette, courteous, curriculum vitae, definite
article, democrat, diarrhoea, dictator, dictatorship, dromedary, dumpling, dungarees, economic policy,

economical, economist, effervescent, effortless, eligible, eloquent, endeavour, etiquette, etymology,
exhausted, exhausting, expecting, Far East, farewell, fashionable, fatigued, fattening, federation,
feedback, feminism, ferocious, fertilise, fictitious, filing cabinet, foreign policy, frivolous, furtively,
generalise, generator, generous, genetics, gripping, heatwave, heavy rain, hemisphere, hepatitis, herd of
cows, highlight, highlighter pen, highlights, high-rise, hilarious, household, housework, hypocrisy,
hysterical, illegible, inclusive, income tax, incomprehensible, incredible, incubate, infinitive, inflexible,
information technology, inquisitive, insensitive, interest rate, intransitive verb, landing card, lethargy,
liberalism, liberate, lucrative, ludicrous, luminous, luscious, luxuriant, luxurious, Mandarin, manslaughter,
Mediterranean, off-licence, overheads, phenomenal, phenomenon, plant bombs, platonic, plumbing,
popular press, postgraduate, punctual, punctuation, puncture, reactionary, reassure, recorded highlights,
revise, revision, rudimentary, rushed to hospital, ruthless, sales representative, schizophrenia, seats in
parliament, skittish, skyscraper, slanting, snorkelling, social democrat, socialism, socialist, sold out, solo
artist, spectacular, spectators, sprinkle, squirt, stability, state system, steadily, sterling, stockbroker,
straight hair, stupidity, subconscious, subtitle, subtitles, suntan lotion, tabloid, tailback, tambourine,
tantalising, tattered, taxi rank, television commercial, temperament, terminal building, terminate, that's to
say, thoughtful, three-quarters, thriller, thunderstorm, time difference, timeless, totally disagree, touristy,
traffic congestion, traffic jam, transitive, travel agent, tuberculosis, tumultuous, turbulent, turnover,
turpentine, turquoise, tutorial, tweezers, twilight, twin room, umpire, unbreakable, uncertain,
uncomfortable, unconscious, undergraduate, valuables, value added tax, vegetarian, vocational training,
Wellington, westernise, what's more, whereabouts, wherever, whiskers, World Wide Web.
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